We explore the vectorial optomechanical interaction between a nanowire and a focused beam of light. The nanowire is sensitive to the topological variations of the focused laser force field which dramatically modify the phenomenology of the dynamical backaction. The non-conservative topology of the optomechanical interaction is responsible for a novel canonical signature of strong coupling between the nanoresonator mechanical modes, leading to a topological instability. These results have a universal character and illustrate the increased sensitivity of nanomechanical devices towards topologically varying interactions, opening fundamental perspectives in nanomechanics, optomechanics, ultrasensitive scanning probe force microscopy and nano-optics.
INTRODUCTION
The optomechanical interaction captures a number of fundamental concepts of modern physics: the general picture of a movable object interacting with light has early been pointed out for formalizing and understanding the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics or for exploring quantum limits in continuous measurements [1] [2] [3] . However, the faintness of this optomechanical interaction has long prevented these theoretical proposals from experimental reach. Recently, the emerging field of cavity optomechanics [4] has successfully addressed the technological challenge consisting in combining enhanced optical forces together with ultra-high displacement readout sensitivity, yielding to a variety of systems that have been used to explore novel effects of light onto mechanical motion, both on the applied and fundamental sides.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Cavity optomechanics has left aside an entire aspect of the optomechanical interaction, related to the non-conservative nature of light: similar to a fluid [5] , the photon flow in a focused laser beam has purely vectorial variations that may couple the two orthogonal directions of motion. We report the first observation of the dynamical consequences of this very fundamental property of light [6] . Our mechanical system consists of a singly-clamped suspended Silicon Carbide (SiC) nanowire with diameter and length in the 100 nm and 10 μm ranges respectively. The nanowire is positionned at the waist of a focused laser beam (with waist w 0 in the 300 nm range) with incident optical power of the order of 100 μW. Such a deceptively simple system has several unexpected advantages: first, it shows two orthogonal motional polarizations (Fig. 1) , both being strongly coupled to the incident laser field. This enabled us to perform the first full and direct reconstruction of the vectorial force field generated by the laser beam on the nanowire. Second, the very large displacements of our nanomechanical device make it sensitive to the topological variations of the focused laser field. This property, typical with nanoscale structures, gives rise to spectacular changes of the nanomechanical dynamics, which we report for the first time and quantitatively characterize (Fig. 2) .
Reconstructing the vectorial optical force field generated by the laser beam on the nanowire, we demonstrate the ability of the system to probe nano-optics phenomena at the nanoscale. Our work opens also novel perspectives in nano-optomechanics and ultra-sensitive control of nanoscale devices. In particular, the non-conservative nature of proximity forces obligates to seriously consider the topological instability reported here as a significant experimental bias when describing the dynamics of nanoresonators evolving in confined force fields. In this regard, we have started exploring the dissipative regime of the nano-optomechanical interaction and shown that it enables Brownian motion control at the nanoscale, with no optical cavity being required. 
